The latest News Around Us in Dec #1
Best Quotes of the month
Sen Kennedy “ The reason gas prices are going up is because the oil’s in Louisiana
and Texas and the dipsticks are in Washington D.C.”
How Biden's Strategic Petroleum Reserve sale will work and what it will do
Jeremy Beaman - Washington Examiner

Washington Examiner
The Biden administration announced on Tuesday it would act alongside five other
major economies and release tens of millions of barrels of oil from national stockpiles
in a bid to lower prices, as global oil cartel OPEC+ resists significantly boosting
production in response to President Joe Biden's urging.
The Department of Energy will oversee the release of up to 50 million barrels of
crude oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve's four storage sites along the Gulf
Coast, which will be made available to private firms for refining or otherwise adding
to their own crude reserves.
Here's how it will work:
How will the Department of Energy distribute the oil?
The department will make up to 32 million barrels of crude available to refiners and
other companies through its exchange capability, which is functionally a loan repaid
with in-kind interest in the form of oil. Exchange oil will be returned to the reserve
over the next three years.
Up to another 18 million barrels will be sold on an accelerated timeline under
authorization from Congress, which in the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 ordered the
department to sell 30 million barrels between Fiscal Years 2022 and 2025.
When will the sales take place?
Firms interested in receiving crude oil through the exchange must submit bids by
mid-morning Dec. 6. The department will award contracts no later than Dec. 14, and

the crude oil will be delivered between January and April 2022, although early
deliveries will be accepted in late December.
A separate Notice of Sale for the 18 million barrels will be announced no sooner than
Dec. 17, laying out the terms and deadlines for bidders.
Who will buy it?
Any company — including trading houses, refiners, and other authorized bidders that
can take delivery of the oil — is permitted to buy it.
For the most recent 20-million barrel sale in August, which fulfilled a congressional
mandate and scheduled apart from Biden's announcement, the department awarded
contracts to major firms such as Chevron USA, Phillips 66, Exxon, Mobil, and Valero.
However, bidders do not have to be U.S.-based companies.
UNIPEC America, a subsidiary of Chinese oil firm UNIPEC, was among the eight
companies to receive a contract in the August sale.
Will this lower prices?
A number of analysts have assessed that opening reserves in this way will likely drop
prices slightly but have a relatively small or "short-lived" effect, as Stephen Nalley of
the Energy Information Administration told the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee recently.
"Typically, other dynamics in the market would overtake decrease in price," Nalley
said.
Some, like Kevin Book, managing director of ClearView Energy Partners, have
pointed to the increase in the Brent and West Texas Intermediate crude benchmarks
Tuesday as a signal the market had already "priced in" the release of stockpiled oil
after weeks of speculation and reports that Biden would seek a coordinated effort.
Both benchmarks did fall, though, on Wednesday.
"A lot of this depends on what other players — what OPEC+ is going to do," Book
said. "The power to be able to unleash a stockpile is pretty significant if it works, but
you've only got so much ammunition, and the folks who control the flows have a lot
more."
OPEC+ is reportedly weighing whether to pause the 400,000-barrel-per-day
production increase it resolved to undertake each month through next year following
Tuesday's announcement to keep the market tight.
Does it matter who buys the oil?
For global prices, not really, according to Book. If refiners on the Gulf Coast take
deliveries, there will be some localized price fluctuations. But those fluctuations will
not be reflected in gasoline prices, which correspond more directly with the Brent and
WTI benchmarks, he said.
Is it unusual to sell stockpiled oil to lower prices?

It isn't entirely unprecedented. The Clinton administration authorized the exchange of
up to 30 million barrels from the SPR in September of 2000 to affect prices and
supplement heating oil inventories in the northeast.
Beyond congressional-ly scheduled sales, however, tapping the SPR has largely been
left to scenarios involving significant global market disruption. For example, the
Obama administration authorized a sale of more than 30 million barrels of crude
back in 2011 due to global supply interruptions resulting from OPEC member Libya's
civil war.
It also released SPR crude in 2005 following Hurricane Katrina, which shut in
production capacity in the Gulf of Mexico.
Overall, the Biden administration is communicating it is being proactive on the issue
of gasoline prices. Still, officials are also looking to manage expectations that they
are not in a position to send prices falling.
“We’re not saying that we’re going to be supplying all oil for the country. We’re just
kind of trying to do what we can temporarily,” said Energy Secretary Jennifer
Granholm during the White House press briefing on Tuesday. “We are not saying
that there is going to be some dramatic difference."

Former defense chief Mark Esper sues Pentagon over memoir redactions
Robert Legare - CBS News

Alex Brandon / AP Virus Outbreak Trump
Washington — Former Defense Secretary Mark Esper is suing the Pentagon over its
redactions of a memoir he has written about his time as Secretary of the Army and

Secretary of Defense under former President Donald Trump. The former
president announced that he was firing Esper in a tweet less than a week after he lost
the 2020 election to President Biden.
Esper claims in his lawsuit that he submitted his manuscript, which relates his role
during what he describes as "an unprecedented time," to the Department of Defense
for review in May. He says he did not receive the redactions from the Pentagon until
October 7, which he called in his filing an "unusual" length of time for a review of a
memoir by a former defense secretary.
The lawsuit also notes that passages on 60 pages of the manuscript were redacted
and claims "no written explanation was offered to justify the deletions." There was no
assertion, according to the suit, that the deleted material posed a national security
threat or contained classified information.
"The Manuscript does not contain any classified information," the lawsuit claims,
arguing that therefore, allowing the redactions to remain would infringe on Esper's
constitutional rights.
Esper said he was asked not to quote Mr. Trump and not to describe his
conversations with the former president or with foreign officials, even though much of
the material "was already in the public domain," according to the suit.
The former defense chief is asking a federal judge to stop the department from
"restraining the publication" of any unclassified material in his manuscript — and to
declare that the text that's been redacted by the Pentagon is not classified.
The Defense Department, Esper's attorneys argue, "has unlawfully imposed a prior
restraint upon Mr. Esper by delaying, obstructing and infringing on his constitutional
right to publish his unclassified manuscript entitled 'A Sacred Oath'."
"Significant text is being improperly withheld from publication in Secretary Esper's
Manuscript under the guise of classification. The withheld text is crucial to telling
important stories discussed in the Manuscript," according to the lawsuit filed on
Sunday.
Pentagon spokesman John Kirby said in a statement: "We are aware of Mr. Esper's
concerns regarding the pre-publication of his memoir. As with all such reviews, the
Department takes seriously its obligation to balance national security with an
author's narrative desire. Given that this matter is now under litigation, we will
refrain from commenting further."

China took control of an Italian military drone maker without authorities knowing
it, report says
Yen Nee Lee - CNBC

Two Chinese state firms took control of an Italian military drone maker in 2018 via
an offshore company — without the knowledge of authorities in Italy and Europe, the
Wall Street Journal reported.
Italian police traced the purchase of 75% stake in Alpi Aviation to China Railway
Rolling Stock Corp — a state-owned rail company — and an investment group
controlled by the Wuxi municipal government, the report said.
Italian authorities are investigating whether Alpi should have notified the Italian
government of the stake sale, as well as whether Alpi had transferred technology and
started production in China, according to the report.

CNBC Soldiers of the People's Liberation Army honor guard perform the flag-raising
ceremony at Tiananmen Square on New Year's Day on January 1, 2021 in Beijing,
China.
Two Chinese state firms took control of an Italian military drone maker more than
three years ago via an offshore company — without the knowledge of authorities in
Italy and Europe, the Wall Street Journal reported Monday.
The offshore company, Mars (HK) Information Technology, started the process of
transferring Alpi's technical and intellectual property to a new production site in
China, the report said.
Mars had in July 2018 bought a 75% stake in Italian drone maker Alpi Aviation for 4
million euros, or $4.6 million, the Journal reported. Mars also invested another 1.5
million euros in Alpi — an amount Italian police said was a significant over-payment,
according to the report.
Italian authorities are investigating the 2018 deal, including whether Alpi should
have notified the Italian government of the stake sale, as well as whether Alpi had
transferred technology and started production in China, according to the report.
Police concluded that Mars was a shell company linked to two Chinese
state-controlled firms, the Journal said.
Mars was registered in Hong Kong just two months before the Alpi deal, according to
the report. It added that police traced Mars' ownership of Alpi to China Railway

Rolling Stock Corp or CRRC — a large Chinese state-owned rail company — and an
investment group controlled by the Wuxi municipal government.
Wuxi is a city near Shanghai. A Reuters report in September identified the investment
group as China Corporate United Investment Holding.
Alpi had supplied drones used by the Italian Air Force in Afghanistan, the report said.
As of publication, Alpi and CRRC did not respond to CNBC's request for comment on
the report. Mars and the Wuxi investment group could not be reached for comment.
Fmr. national security advisor on China: This should be a top ESG issue
The Journal, quoting a statement from Alpi, said the Italian drone maker denied it
had broken laws on transferring strategic information and technology out of Italy.
The company also said its stake sale was transparent and made at real value.
European companies are generally required to report relevant foreign takeovers to
authorities, such as when the deals involve security, according to the Journal's report.
The Italian government has the right to veto takeovers by non-EU buyers in industries
deemed strategic such as defense and communications, the report said.

Biden's failures continue to mount as Americans suffer. What a missed
opportunity.
Katrina Trinko - USA Today

Alex Brandon, AP
A President Joe Biden, we were told, would be a moderate president, one who could
unite Americans and competently lead our nation.
Talk about fake news.
Ten months into the Biden presidency, it’s clear that he is neither moderate nor,
despite decades in Washington as a senator and vice president, competent.
Yet perhaps no president was ever better set up to be successful.

All Americans wanted was an end to 2020, that horrible pandemic year. Yet who
among us, as we clinked champagne glasses with a select few on New Year’s Eve,
thought 2021 would usher in yet more rounds of horrors?
Who imagined that COVID-19 would continue to ravage us and that we would also
have record-high inflation, sky-high gas and food prices, and our fellow
Americans left behind in Afghanistan?
Who could have seen that the No. 1 enemy of the Justice Department in 2021 would
be parents worried about what their children were taught in school?
Who thought that our southern border would be effectively open and that the supply
chain crisis would be so dire, children’s Christmas gifts are at risk?
Happy 2021 indeed.
From the beginning, Biden – who successfully campaigned as a uniter of a divided
America – refused to govern in a centrist way. Instead he pursued a liberal agenda,
despite the razor-thin Democratic majorities in the House and Senate.
On the first day in office, Biden reversed key actions by President Donald Trump to
stem illegal immigration, canceled the Keystone XL pipeline and ended the 1776
Commission, which had the terrifying goal of teaching young Americans the “history
and principles of the founding of the United States in 1776,” per the executive order.
And that was just the beginning.
In March, Biden signed a $1.9 trillion COVID “relief” bill (which also included fun
liberal giveaways like a bailout of union pension plans) that not a single
Republican had voted for.
That same month, he referred to an election reform law in Georgia as “Jim Crow on
steroids” – language no doubt intended to unify. And now he’s pushing for the “Build
Back Better” legislation, another massive spending package jammed with leftist
priorities.
What a missed opportunity.
Joe from Scranton could have championed the blue-collar workers of the Keystone
pipeline – and explained to the radicals in his party the importance of inexpensive gas
and energy independence.
He could have responded to parents, worn out after months and months of their
children attending public school via Zoom, by saying it was time the public schools
face real competition and endorsed school choice.
He could have realized that, whatever your views on how many immigrants and
refugees the United States should take, having an effectively open border is no way to
run a country. It puts our security in jeopardy, endangers the illegal immigrants who
make the journey with the help of cartels, and leads to even more drugs entering the
country, fueling addiction and wasted lives.

He could have shown he was a president of all, by both urging the vaccine (which the
Trump administration’s Operation Warp Speed had fought to get out as quickly as
possible) and an end to mandatory mask laws in this time when vaccines were readily
available.
He has done none of that.
In today’s politics, we often place too much importance on the presidency. Our nation,
especially with its deep divisions on so many issues, would be better served if the
federal government was less intrusive and state and local governments, which are
closer to the concerns of the people, more responsible for the bulk of laws and
regulations.
At the end of the day, there’s no way Biden could have governed in a manner that
would have satisfied most Americans – there’s simply too much disagreement about
our values and goals.
But he also didn’t have to be such a divisive president.
“History, faith, and reason show the way, the way of unity,” a president
once said during his inauguration.
“We can see each other not as adversaries but as neighbors. We can treat each other
with dignity and respect. We can join forces, stop the shouting, and lower the
temperature.”
Now if Biden would just heed his own words.
(Katrina Trinko is a member of USA TODAY’s Board of Contributors and
editor-in-chief of The Daily Signal. Her views do not represent her employer, The
Heritage Foundation. Follow her on Twitter: @KatrinaTrinko)

Zelensky warns Ukraine 'entirely prepared' if Russia attacks
AFP

Handout

Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky said Friday that Russia was sending "very
dangerous" signals with troop movements on the border, warning that his military
was ready to push back any offensive.
He also claimed Kiev had uncovered a coup plot involving Russian citizens, but did
not give full details.
His warning came as Western governments raise worries over Russian troop
movements on Ukraine's border, with Washington saying it has "real concerns" over
the troop build-up.
NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg warned that "if Russia uses force against Ukraine, that
will have costs, that will have consequences".
Zelensky, in a wide-ranging press conference in Kiev, said that "very dangerous
rhetoric is coming out of Russia".
"It is a signal that there could be escalation," he said.
Zelensky said Ukraine was ready to take on Russia if Moscow decides to move troops
across the border.
"There is a threat today that there will be war tomorrow," he said, adding that Kiev's
"powerful" army was "entirely prepared", as his forces reported one soldier killed on
the frontline with separatists in the east on Friday.
Zelensky called on Russian President Vladimir Putin to deny he was planning an
invasion.
- 'Deeply concerned' Stoltenberg repeated Western concerns about the build-up and issued his warning of
"consequences" should Russia launch a military assault on Ukraine.
The NATO chief said a meeting of NATO foreign ministers in Latvia's capital Riga
next week would address the massing of Russian military units on the border, which
provides "very strong reasons to be deeply concerned".

Anatolii STEPANOV Ukraine says its forces are ready
For Washington "It is not acceptable for Russia to continue to potentially use military
action against Ukraine”, said US Assistant Secretary for Eurasian Affairs Karen
Donfried.
"All options are on the table," she said. "What we're doing now is monitoring the
region closely, consulting with our allies and partners on how do we deter Russian
action."
Meanwhile British Prime Minister Boris Johnson and his Polish counterpart Mateusz
Morawiecki, on a visit to London, expressed their "unwavering support for Ukraine’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity," according to a Downing Street spokesman.
On Sunday, Ukraine's chief of defence intelligence, Kyrylo Budanov, said that Russia
had around 92,000 troops massed at the Ukraine border, with an offensive expected
in January or February.
Such an attack could involve air and artillery strikes, followed by airborne and
amphibious assaults, Budanov told the US media outlet Military Times.
Moscow has dismissed all such accusations and blamed Washington for raising
tensions in the region.
The Kremlin has also accused Kiev of "provocations" in its years-long conflict with
pro-Russian separatists in two breakaway eastern regions.
- 'Billion-dollar' coup plot Zelensky said Kiev had information on "representatives of Russia" trying to involve
influential Ukrainian oligarch Rinat Akhmetov in a coup plot.

He said Ukraine had an audio recording as evidence of the plot, with Russians
"discussing" Akhmetov's role in the coup "for a billion dollars."
He said it was planned for early December with the aim of "rocking the situation
inside our country."
Asked about the claims, the Kremlin said "Russia never does such activities."
Akhmetov dismissed the claim as a "lie".
This week Kiev warned Moscow that it would "pay dearly" for any aggression.
Putin has meanwhile raised concerns over US-led military exercises in the Black Sea
-- a sensitive region for Russia, which controls the Crimea peninsula since annexing it
from Kiev.
He has also criticised Kiev for using a Turkish-made drone against separatists,
saying the move violated peace agreements.
In a phone call with European Council President Charles Michel on Wednesday,
Putin said he was concerned that "provocations" by Kiev would inflame tensions in
eastern Ukraine.
He also pointed out "the need to end Kiev's policy of discriminating against the
Russian-speaking population".
Zelensky warned Friday that Russia had used the reasoning of "defending one people
or another" as a pretext for aggression before.
The Ukrainian army was caught off guard by Russia's annexation of Crimea but its
soldiers have since accumulated combat experience and received arms and hardware
from Western allies, particularly the United States which has committed $2.5 billion
in support of Ukraine's forces since 2014.
The conflict in the east has claimed more than 13,000 lives since 2014.

Xin chuyển tin mới đến Quý Vị, Quý NT và CH...
BMH - Washington, D.C
** Hy vọng Anthony Stephen Fauci, tên ma đầu này sớm ra đi...
On Tue, Nov 30, 2021 at 1:57 PM lsamurai <> wrote:
Bà TS Naomi Wolf là một trí thức nặng ký của cánh Tả . Bà nhìn vào các bằng chứng
lem nhem giữa BS Fauci, NIH, EcoHealth Alliance và Viện Nghien Cứu Vũ Hán cho
đến nay và đi đến kết luận là BS Fauci có nhiều vấn đề cần được điều tra. Cùng lúc ,
ông LS Robert Kennedy Jr. xuất bản sách điều tra "Con Người Thật của BS Fauci " .
Cả hai vị đều là đảng viên DC kỳ cựu .
BS Fauci bước vào đường cùng khi phát ngôn " Tôi là khoa học. Ai đả kích tôi là đả
kích khoa học " . Khổ nổi, khoa học không phải là giáo điều nên cái tưởng đúng hôm

nay có thể bị chứng minh là sai hôm sau . Đó là chuyện thường tình trong tiến bộ
khoa học .
Một khoa học gia tự vỗ ngực nói tôi là khoa học do đó không ai có quyền chỉ trích tôi
là cách nói của người đuối lý.
Nói khôi hài tiếng Việt thì BS Phao Xì bị xì hết hơi nên có lẻ sắp....chìm.
PHL
************************************************************
** Thời vàng son không còn nữa..
Hai anh, em dân chủ thổ tả lần lượt rơi đài..
Chắc hẳn rằng việc trầm trọng lắm nên bọn thổ tả ở CNN mới cho Chris Cuomo…về
vườn…
Tên Chris Cuomo bị CNN “treo giò” vô thời hạn, sau khi CNN nói rằng họ không
nhận ra (dù trễ nhưng chưa muộn) rằng Chris đã tham dự sâu rộng như thế
nào, trong nỗ lực bảo vệ anh trai là tên cựu Thống đốc New York Andrew
Cuomo khỏi những tố cáo về xâm phạm tình dục…
Chris Cuomo is SUSPENDED indefinitely by CNN after network says it didn't realize
how deeply involved star was in efforts to defend brother Andrew from sex pest claims
·
Chris Cuomo has been suspended from CNN following Monday's revelation
that he was extensively involved in advising his brother, Andrew Cuomo
·
The New York attorney general on Monday published a series of text messages
showing Chris assisting his brother during his sex harassment scandal
·
Chris suggested the phrasing of rebuttals, helped the then-governor of New
York's team to identify damaging stories, and used his connections to help
·
CNN on Tuesday said they have 'suspended Chris indefinitely, pending further
evaluation'
·
Anderson Cooper will cover for Chris, with his 8pm show extended from one
hour to two
·
Colleagues and viewers were angry that he had downplayed the role he took in
helping Andrew, 63, who was forced to resign in August
·
CNN on Tuesday said the documents from Monday show 'a greater level of
involvement in his brother's efforts than we previously knew'
·
Earlier on Tuesday, Chris said on his SiriusXM radio show that he felt Andrew
was forced out when the Democrats, Republicans and media turned on him

Waukesha suspect Darrell Brooks' lawyer in other felony cases moves to withdraw,
citing conflicts of interest.
Michael Ruiz & Rebecca Rosenberg - Fox News
Darrell Brooks Jr. is accused of killing six and injuring 62 at a Christmas parade in
Waukesha last Sunday
WAUKESHA, Wisc. – One more burned bridge.
The Wisconsin attorney representing Waukesha parade suspect Darrell Brooks Jr. in
his Milwaukee County legal troubles has moved to withdraw from those cases due to
new conflicts that arose when his client allegedly plowed through a Christmas
procession, killing at least six people and injuring dozens.
"Relationships and familiarities, both direct and indirect, between Attorney [Joe]
Domask and members of Domask Law Office and individuals, families, groups,
organizations and the communities affected by incidents arising on November 21,
2021 in the Waukesha County Holiday Parade have created a concurrent conflict of
interest in Attorney Domask’s representation of Mr. Brooks in this case," the motion
reads.
Domask had hinted at the decision last week, shortly after news of the parade attack
emerged.

The attorney representing darrell Brooks Jr. in several other felony cases in
Milwaukee County has moved to withdraw from the case, citing new conflicts of
interest that arose after his client allegedly mowed down a Christmas parade in
nearby Waukesha. (Mark Hoffman/Pool via REUTERS)
"Our hearts are broken for all families affected by the tragedy at the Waukesha
Parade," Domask told Fox News Digital a week ago.
"The Waukesha community is dear to our hearts here, and we joined in their sorrow.
And we keep all those affected by this incident in our thoughts and prayers."
Regarding the charges in Milwaukee, Domask said he was still representing him, "at
the moment."

Five adult victims killed in the Waukesha parade attack. A sixth victim, this one a
child, was announced in court Tuesday.
But the next day, Domask notified the court that he planned to withdraw from two
open cases in Milwaukee, records show.
Both contain multiple charges against Brooks, including one for allegedly shooting at
and missing his nephew and another for driving his red Ford SUV over the mother of
his child.
Domask did not immediately respond to calls seeking comment on the latest move
Monday. A motion hearing on both cases is set for Tuesday morning.
Meanwhile, in nearby Waukesha, prosecutors added a sixth charge of first-degree
intentional homicide, Wisconsin’s equivalent of first-degree murder, against Brooks
Monday, following the death of a sixth victim, 8-year-old Jackson Sparks.

Amy Mack lights candles at a memorial at Veteran's Park for the victims of Sunday's
deadly Christmas parade crash in Waukesha, Wis., Tuesday, Nov. 23, 2021. (AP
Photo/Jeffrey Phelps)
The Christmas parade attack also killed Virginia Sorenson, 79, LeAnna Owen, 71,
Tamara Durand, 52, Jane Kulich, 52, and Wilhelm Hospel, 81, on Sunday and injured
62, according to authorities.

Waukesha District Attorney Susan Opper filed first-degree intentional homicide
charges for the first five victims last Tuesday, revealing Jackson’s death during
Brooks’ arraignment.
Brooks’ criminal record dates back to 1999 when he pleaded guilty to felony battery.
Nevada authorities also placed him on their sex offender registry after he
impregnated a 15-year-old girl, and he still has an active warrant there for bail
jumping on another sex crime charge.
He has the two open felony cases in Milwaukee, in addition to dozens of other charges
in multiple states -- ranging from domestic violence to weapons possession and drugs.

Long Island explosion investigated by cops, FBI over concerns it could be prelude
to something else
Louis Casiano - Fox News
The blast left a crater on the north side of the island that measured 4 feet wide and 2
feet deep
Fox News Flash top headlines are here. Check out what's clicking on Foxnews.com.
Authorities in New York's Long Island are investigating a blast that left a crater and
was felt miles away Sunday. Police are working with the FBI on the probe, to
determine whether it could have been a prelude to something bigger.
The Suffolk County Police Department said the explosion occurred on Fox Island, off
the coast of West Babylon, around 11:40 a.m. when a device was detonated.
Authorities received nearly three dozen 911 calls, the department told Fox News.

An explosion on Fox Island in New York left a crater. Authorities have partnered with
the FBI to investigate. (Suffolk County Police Department)
No injuries were reported. Fox News has reached out to the FBI.

Investigators are not ruling out the idea that the incident may have been a test run for
something bigger, such as a possible terrorist attack.
"Terrorism is always a concern because people do test devices before using them," a
police spokeswoman told Fox News. "The SCPD is investigating with the FBI Joint
Terrorism Task Force on this investigation."

Authorities are searching for a boat seen leaving around the time of the
blast. (Suffolk County Police Department)
The blast left a crater on the north side of the island that measured 4 feet wide and 2
feet deep. Authorities are seeking a boat seen leaving from the area at the time.
It was described as 23 feet long with stripes.
Investigators have ruled out a sonic boom by an aircraft.

U.S. Spy Planes Boost South China Sea Sorties, Chinese Group Says
Kari Lindberg - Bloomberg

Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- The U.S. military flew a record number of spy planes over the South
China Sea in November, a Chinese think tank says, as tensions between the world’s
two largest economies simmer.
U.S. aircraft carried out 94 sorties last month, the South China Sea Strategic
Situation Probing Initiative said in a post on its verified Weibo account. That was a
25% increase from the February record, according to figures provided by the group,
which has reported data on activity on the body of water since 2019.
The Boeing P-8 Poseidon, an anti-submarine surveillance plane, accounted for nearly
four-fifths of last month’s flybys, the think tank said.
The most on any single day came on Nov. 4, when the U.S. sent 10 planes over the sea,
according to the think tank, as the USS Carl Vinson aircraft carrier strike
group sailed through. That topped the Jan. 23 figure of seven.
A spokesperson for the 7th Fleet said in an email to Bloomberg News on Friday that
“U.S. Navy ships and aircraft routinely operate within the international waters of the
South China Sea, and are committed to supporting its network of alliances and
partners and upholding a free and open Indo-Pacific.”
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian said Friday at a press briefing in
Beijing that his country opposed the flights and urged the U.S. to stop them.
“This severely infringes on China’s territorial security,” he said.
“This is aimed at creating tensions and will drive the risk of regional conflict.”
President Joe Biden is taking a strong stance to oppose China’s broad territorial
claims in the disputed waters. The U.S. has conducted at least five transits involving
ships this year through the sea where Vietnam, the Philippines and Taiwan have
sovereignty claims.
The U.S. also expanded its flight range last month by sending a patrol aircraft over
the Taiwan Strait that came within about 16 nautical miles (29 kilometers) of China’s
territorial waters, the think tank reported. It didn’t specify the previous nearest
distance.
The People’s Liberation Army planes regularly fly near Taiwan, which the ruling
Communist Party considers a breakaway province despite never having governed it.
Last week, China sent 27 fighter jets into Taiwan’s southwest air defense
identification zone, after a U.S. lawmaker defied a Chinese demand that she abandon
a trip to the island.
Taiwan’s ruling Democratic Progressive Party asserts the island is a de facto
sovereign nation awaiting wider international recognition. The government in Taipei
has avoided a formal declaration of independence that could trigger a war.
(Updates with Chinese Foreign Ministry comment.)

Biden's Net Approval Rating Hits New Low as Poll Finds Infrastructure, BBB
Aren't Helping
Alexandra Hutzler - Newsweek

Anna Moneymaker/Getty Images
President Joe Biden's net approval rating among registered voters has hit a new low,
according to the latest poll from Morning Consult.
The survey, released Thursday, found 45 percent of registered voters approved of
Biden's job performance, while 52 percent of respondents disapproved.
The president's poll numbers have been in gradual decline since the chaotic military
withdrawal from Afghanistan in August.
The findings show little movement among voters even as Biden is on the road
promoting his domestic agenda and recent legislative victories.
Last month, Congress passed a $1.2 trillion bipartisan infrastructure bill after months
of negotiation. The legislation includes $550 billion of new investments in roads,
bridges, mass transportation, airports, trains and more over the next five years.
Billions of dollars will also be delivered to improve broadband internet, the electric
grid and water systems.
In November, the House of Representatives passed Biden's Build Back Better bill—a
sweeping, $1.75 trillion package to expand the social safety net and combat climate
change.
The legislation is now in the hands of the evenly divided Senate,
where Democrats hope to use the reconciliation process to bypass the need for
Republican support.

Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer said his goal is to get the package to the
president's desk before the Christmas holiday.
Polling has shown both pieces of legislation are supported by the public. A Monmouth
University survey last month found that the two plans were more popular than the
president himself, with more than 60 percent of adults backing the bipartisan
infrastructure measure and Build Back Better.
Biden will be traveling the country to promote the new infrastructure law and make
his pitch for the Build Back Better bill. He kicked off the promotion in Minnesota on
Tuesday, calling the new infrastructure law "historic."
"We know about our infrastructure problems; we've known for a long time," he said
in a speech at Dakota County Technical College. "Now we're finally doing something
about it. No more talking. Time for action."
On Build Back Better, Biden told the crowd, "Folks, lowering the cost of child care,
elder care, housing, health care, prescription drugs, and meeting the moment on
climate change—that's what this plan does."
Despite Biden's underwater approval rating, he is slightly more popular than Donald
Trump was at this point in his presidency. Ten months into his term, just 42 percent of
voters approved of Trump's job performance, while 53 percent disapproved.
The Morning Consult presidential approval rating tracker surveys at least 6,226
registered voters, with a margin of error of plus or minus 1 percentage point.

Will an apparent Saudi concession on oil production drop US prices at the pump?
Simon Henderson (opinion contributor) - The Hill

Greg Nash

"President Biden blinked" could have been the headline on a story in today's
Financial Times. But it wasn't. Instead the sub-editor went for the somber,
British-style capital letter-averse "Opec+ sticks with oil supply increase after US
overture to Saudis."
Nevertheless, the story highlights realpolitik with COVID-era urgency and commodity
pricing. Thursday started with a meeting of OPEC+, the super-cartel made up of
Saudi-led OPEC and Russia-led other major oil exporters.
What would they do, given the omicron COVID-variant uncertainty, combined with a
vulnerable though high oil price (plus or minus $70 per barrel depending on the
grade)?
The initial announcement of deciding to continue to increase slightly OPEC+
production volumes, a potentially price-easing measure, was perceived as sagacious,
an indication of the wisdom and experience of oil ministers, with the experience to
really understand what the market would bear.
The reality, at least according to the Financial Times, is that the U.S. side effectively
pleaded with the Saudis for a concession on prices, which have been a domestic
embarrassment to President Biden. And they got it.
The newspaper described it as "charm offensive by Biden administration officials." It
turns out that a U.S. delegation had been in the kingdom, comprising Daleep Singh,
deputy national security adviser for international economics, Don Graves, deputy
Commerce secretary, and Amos Hochstein, the senior adviser for global energy
security at the State Department.
The meeting went "very well," according to the FT, citing unnamed officials who
insisted there was no quid pro quo "involved in the effort to warm ties and reframe
the U.S.-Saudi relationship around economics and energy."
Hochstein, the FT reported, had lengthy meetings with Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman,
the Saudi oil minister, who is a son of the king but more significantly an older
half-brother of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.
Despite his relative youth and inexperience, MbS, as the crown prince is known, has a
more powerful role, by orders of magnitude in all matters including oil-related
decisions, than his older sibling, but seems to recognize the oil minister's experience
and grasp of details.
While the issues may seem banal - even opaque, to most of us - the decision-making is
probably indicative of how differences, even between supposed allies, are resolved.
It's not softball; it's hardball.
For example, a week earlier, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Israel and Jordan had
been due to announce a significant energy agreement. The oil-rich UAE would have
bought a solar-power plant for Jordan, the electricity from which would have been
used to desalinate water from Israel's Mediterranean coast, to supply Jordanian cities,
including the capital, Amman.

But, as announced, the agreement had become merely a letter of intent with a
feasibility study to be conducted in 2022.
According to insiders, the Saudis, irritated with being sidelined by the UAE, which
has achieved celebrity status through its peace accord with Israel, had demanded a
watering-down (if that is the right expression) of the
breakthrough/sustainability/normalization desalination project.
As it is, the Saudi concession on increasing oil production levels wasn't that generous.
An extra 400,000 barrels a day had been sort of promised, the same as earlier
increments.
But some OPEC members had not been able to take advantage of their allowances
because of technical limitations. So, Saudi Arabia had some wiggle room to make
what was essentially an accounting adjustment.
But the increase was the target for the American envoys in Riyadh - anything to bring
down prices at the pump and stop bad publicity.
The front page of the Business and Finance section of the Wall Street Journal on Dec.
1 had a graphic of "Average gas price by state, change from a year earlier." Indiana
topped the chart with a whopping 69 percent. The average for the U.S. was around 60
percent.
The big question now is whether the Saudis think there was a quid pro quo for their
decision - even if the Americans don't think there was one. MbS supposedly doesn't
like being ignored by President Biden, who is believed to hold him in contempt for the
murder of dissident journalist and Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi. And
what about the other OPEC+ heavyweight, Russian President Vladimir Putin, who is
not known for his generosity of spirit?
For the moment, though, the White House probably hopes they have sidelined the oil
price issue. But for how long?
(Simon Henderson is the Baker Fellow and director of the Bernstein Program on Gulf
and Energy Policy at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Follow him on
Twitter @shendersongulf.)

The valid concerns regarding Ilhan Omar and extremism
Christopher Tremoglie - Washington Examiner

Washington Examiner
U.S. Rep. Lauren Boebert of Colorado and Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota talked on
the phone Monday about Boebert's recent comments connecting Islam to terrorism.
The call did not go well. The Democratic Omar hung up on the Republican Boebert
when Boebert refused to apologize publicly for her remarks.
Boebert has since said, "As a strong Christian woman who values faith deeply, I
never want anything I say to offend someone's religion," but she refused again to
apologize.
"I will fearlessly continue to put America first, never sympathizing with terrorists,"
Boebert wrote on social media.
"Unfortunately Ilhan can't say the same thing and our country is worse off for it."
It is wrong to tie Islam automatically to terrorism. But Omar herself does have a
questionable history of anti-American comments and odd legislative actions when it
comes to radical Islamic terrorism.
First, unquestionably, the overwhelming majority of Muslims do not condone or
honor radical Islamic terrorists and those who associate with them, nor do they try to
create an equivalence between the actions of terrorist groups and official U.S.
government actions. Yet, Omar has a disturbing pattern of behavior regarding radical
Islamic terrorism.
For example, Boebert insinuated that Omar has ties to Islamic extremists — which
she absolutely does. In 2019, the Washington Free Beacon reported that
Omar participated in fundraisers with groups that “have been tied to the support of
terrorism.” If you want to know why Omar is repeatedly linked to such
extremism, examine Omar’s history.
What the media do not report is that there are many Muslims who are staunchly
opposed to Omar, her legislative history, her rhetoric, and her behavior.

Dalia al Aqidi, an Iraqi refugee, journalist, and senior fellow at the Center for
Security Policy, has made the same claim.
She has called Omar “a disgrace to every American Muslim who believes in freedom.”
Al Aqidi has been very critical of Omar's past. She ran against her for Congress in
2020 but lost.
“On the surface, we look the same. We're both women, refugees, Muslims, but we
couldn't be further apart. She sows seeds of division, defending our enemies,” Al
Aqidi declared in a campaign fundraising drive, reported by Arab News.
Al Aqidi also tweeted about Omar's meeting with Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan. She questioned the motives of the meeting.

Washington Examiner (Screen Shot 2021-12-02 at 1.46.40 PM.png)
Likewise, the devout Muslim NBA player Enes Kanter Freedom is on record
criticizing Omar and her radical beliefs. Kanter Freedom previously criticized
Omar's seemingly close connection to authoritarian Erdogan, who is closely
identified with the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Muslim Brotherhood is a militant Islamic organization that Congress sought
to declare a terrorist organization. Is Kanter Freedom, who fasts for Ramadan even
while in the middle of the NBA season, an Islamophobe, too?

Omar has repeatedly used what should be considered anti-American rhetoric and
behavior. Most infamously, she brushed off the al Qaeda terrorist attacks of 9/11 with
the comment that “some people did something.”
Another time, Omar likened U.S. foreign policy to the actions of the terrorist groups
Hamas and the Taliban, tweeting, “We have seen unthinkable atrocities committed by
the US, Hamas, Israel, Afghanistan, and the Taliban.”
Omar voted against a bill in 2017, while in Minnesota's Legislature, that denied life
insurance benefits to terrorists.
Omar also refused to support a bill recognizing the Armenian genocide — which is to
say that Omar supports human rights and victims of atrocities except when the
aggressors are Muslim.
Given Omar’s questionable history of antisemitic comments and actions and votes
that evince her own extremism, she deserves scrutiny. Ilhan Omar has made a lot of
anti-American comments and has a history as a legislator showing leniency for
people who seek to harm the country.
As an elected officeholder, Omar should be held accountable for her questionable
past actions, not for her religion.

‘One of the Weirdest Reports’: Investors React to the Jobs Data
Peyton Forte, Vildana Hajric & Christopher Anstey - Bloomberg

Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- The U.S. employment report for November is a tale of two very
different surveys: The establishment survey suggests employment rose just 0.1% in
November, but the household survey suggests employment surged by 0.7%.
Most Read from Bloomberg

Some market watchers aren’t quite sure what to make of the data:
“One of the weirdest reports I have ever seen,” said Danny Dayan, chief investment
officer at Dwd Partners.
“The yield curve should be steepening on this in a big way, but rates market
participants may be too wary to try that again.”
Dennis DeBusschere of 22V Research says:
“WOW ... OK. This number was all over the place. Significant miss on the headline
number. But that’s not the story. The u-rate declined significantly with a slight
increase in participation. That is because the household employment number was
+1.1 million, which is a huge number. Now, household is a volatile number, but it’s
hard not to assume this will ultimately be viewed as a somewhat positive report for
the labor market -- unless we are totally missing something on the household reading.
So we would fade the move lower in short rates.”
Jefferies economists including Thomas Simons say:
“Retail trade payrolls fell 20K (vs +38K in October), leisure & hospitality payrolls
rose only 23K after rising 170K in October and averaging well over 100K for the last
few months. We had thought there would be a pickup in both of these, but November
was curiously soft on this front. It is not clear if this is a seasonal issue, or some sort
of shift in terms of the timing of holiday help, but overall the payroll data does not
match up with the alternative indicators of labor market activity that we track.”
Peter Boockvar, chief investment officer at Bleakley Advisory Group, says:
“While the headline number disappointed relative to expectations, the big household
survey figure, the rise in the workweek, the increase in the participation rate and
employment to population ratio, along with the near 5% average weekly earnings
print, all point to a Fed that will quicken the pace of taper as many have said, and
we’ll see how that goes before debating rate hikes,” he says.
“As the internals were better than the headline establishment survey print, the
short-end yields are little changed in response. The 10-yr yield is down 1 bp and
inflation breakevens are unchanged.”
Carl Riccadonna, Bloomberg Intelligence’s chief industry economist, says:
“This complicates the messaging from the Fed with respect to accelerating the taper
process at the December FOMC meeting -- and doing it at a time when job growth is
sputtering and case counts accelerating,” he says.
“Nonetheless, Fed officials have been explicit in their communication that they are
strongly inclined to adjust the taper at the next meeting. As a result, a Fed charging
into mounting headwinds will continue to put pressure on a flatter yield curve -- an
unwelcome development for many banks and financial intermediaries.”
JJ Kinahan, chief market strategist at TD Ameritrade, weighs in:
“Obviously, the top-line numbers in the November jobs report disappoint, which is a
strange contradiction to the unemployment rate having come down so significantly.

This report contains a few head-scratchers: for example, leisure and hospitality are
up only slightly, and retail being down is odd for this time of year. But we did see
strong numbers in important areas -- warehousing, construction, and manufacturing,
to name a few.
“From a market perspective, this has been a volatile week in general, and while the
current rally may be top-line related, in terms of perhaps a slower taper, we’ll have to
see if that buying momentum and thought process will last.”
Seema Shah, chief strategist at Principal Global Investors:
“Just as the story was starting to come together, the jobs report threw out more
questions than answers,” she said.
“The November jobs report likely doesn’t change anything for the Fed’s recent
hawkish pivot. Keeping monetary policy so accommodate doesn’t seem to have made
any meaningful headway with participation, so why continue risking price stability?”
Mike Loewengart, managing director of investment strategy at E*Trade Financial:
“While there’s seemingly a huge miss on the payrolls front, there are significant
bright spots -- the unemployment rate is flirting with pre-pandemic levels and the
participation rate ticked up.
Taken as a whole, there’s likely not enough to go on for the Fed to change its course
on tapering. That said, the jury is still out on the long-term effects Covid may have on
the workforce, and as we look ahead, omicron is still a giant question mark.
We’ll also have to wait to see if this payrolls number experiences any revisions in the
January read out -- though as we know a lot can change in a short window of time.”
(Read more: Five Takeaways From the November U.S. Employment Report:
TOPLive)

Mayor Wu drafts immediate plan to move people from Mass. and Cass to new
housing
Milton J. Valencia - The Boston Globe

John Tlumacki/Globe Staff
Mayor Michelle Wu has drafted plans to begin moving people living in the tent
encampments in the area known as Mass. and Cass, the heart of the city’s opioid
crisis, to transitional housing sites across the city, with a goal of clearing the area by
mid-to-late December, according to community advocates who have been briefed on
the outline.
The plans, coming just weeks after Wu announced the city was pausing tent removals
in the area, would aim to move those living in the encampments to as many as 200
transitional housing units in various neighborhoods, according to the advocates.
They said the new mayor’s plans may include housing some people at the former
Roundhouse hotel nearby, a controversial proposal that community leaders fought off
earlier as city officials sought solutions to the sprawling homeless encampment near
the intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and Melnea Cass Boulevard.
Wu’s office would not say whether city officials will forcibly break down the
encampments of those who resist leaving, in spite of a recent court ruling that gave
the city protection under public health regulations to clear tents from the area.
But the goal of the new plans, Wu told advocates, is to have enough so-called
low-threshold beds available by mid to late December, in time for the coldest weather,
so that people living on the streets will have an immediate, suitable offer for shelter.
Low-threshold housing is considered the first stage of transitional housing, offering
homeless individuals suffering from mental illness and those actively using illegal
substances immediate, personal case management and support while they transition
to long-term stability.
Individuals living on the streets generally prefer the privacy of such housing over the
open setting of a homeless shelter. Under Wu’s plan, according to several people who
were briefed, Boston Medical Center would oversee at least some of the services.

In response to Globe questions about the encampments, a Wu spokesperson said only
that the mayor will take a “public health approach” as officials work to move people
on the streets to housing.
The spokesperson would not identify any specific sites the administrative is eyeing for
such housing, and would not lay out a timeline for the efforts, saying only that a city
plan is still being developed.
“We are working urgently to provide low-threshold housing for those currently
experiencing homelessness and living in tents and encampments, with a focus on
alleviating the crisis in the Mass. Ave. and Melnea Cass Blvd area,” the spokesperson
said in a statement.
“The mayor has charged her team . . . to identify new low-threshold housing sites
across the city with comprehensive wrap-around services, and to identify partnerships
statewide that offer safe, healthy housing options.”
Wu’s plan to reconsider the Roundhouse hotel as a site was first reported by the
Boston Herald. The mayor’s office said the purpose of the recent meetings with
community leaders was to seek feedback on the proposed options.
But already, the draft plans have received mixed reviews from community leaders,
specifically the reconsideration of the vacant Roundhouse, a former Best Western
hotel, as a low-threshold housing site. Neighborhood leaders fought a similar
proposal when then-acting mayor Kim Janey proposed it last summer.
While some praised Wu’s work to quickly identify housing sites in neighborhoods
across the city to help “decentralize” individuals and services from an epicenter of
open-air drug abuse and drug dealing, they argued that the use of a hotel only a few
blocks away would do just the opposite: Those in need of care would remain in the
thick of the crisis.
“How do you move people from a tent 500 yards to a hotel . . . and their dealers are
still right outside the door?” asked Sue Sullivan, executive director of the New-market
Business Association, which has raised concerns about the illicit behavior at the
nearby intersection for years.
City Councilor Frank Baker, whose district covers the intersection, said the city
would essentially be creating a “flop house,” where individuals can go after buying
drugs on the streets. He called for a more aggressive approach to combating the
open-air drug market and other illicit activity in the area, and for the administration
to spread services across the city and the region so that individuals in need of service
have the option to go somewhere else.
“For years we’ve said we need to decentralize, we need to decentralize — but this
isn’t decentralizing,” he said.
The Roundhouse has about 200 units available, though it was not clear how many the
city would want to use as low-threshold housing.

Steve Fox, chairman of the South End Forum, an umbrella organization for
neighborhood groups in that part of the city, said that Wu outlined her plan at City
Hall on Wednesday, and that it was met “with universal concern among every
neighborhood representative at the meeting.”
The reconsideration of the Roundhouse despite strong community opposition shows
the urgency city officials face in addressing the crisis in the neighborhood, amid
growing concern of open air drug use and dealing, prostitution, human trafficking,
and rapes in the tent encampments. Several fires were reported in the tents recently.
At least six people were killed within a half-mile radius of the intersection in the first
half of the year.
Janey’s effort to clear out the tents from the area in November, citing the reports of
violence and public health concerns — including an outbreak of leptospirosis, spread
by the urine of rodents — was criticized by medical officials who specialize in
substance abuse recovery, saying it failed to address the root cause of the drug crisis,
and would only exacerbate the problem and put those seeking care in danger.
Recovery experts and housing advocates say the creation of more low-threshold
housing units, where those actively using drugs would still be welcome, would be the
best immediate strategy to help those in need.
Last month, state officials announced a plan to create 30 such beds in a “temporary
cottage community” at the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital grounds in Jamaica Plan, while
they draft a long-term plan for the site.
Similar sites under consideration in Wu’s plan would be located in neighborhoods
spread across the city, from Brighton to Mission Hill to West Roxbury, according to
those who were briefed.
Domingos DaRosa, a community activist who has raised concerns over recent years
about drug activity in the area, including nearby Clifford Park where he helps coach
youth football and consistently finds used syringes, praised Wu’s willingness to meet
with community leaders, including himself.
He similarly opposed the plan for the Roundhouse, because it fails to decentralize
services and keep individuals away from the drug dealing in the area. But he pushed
for the “humane” approach of getting people into housing, rather than letting them
live on the streets or simply clearing out their tents. He cited the demand for urgency
from community leaders and residents.
“It’s a group of residents who are fed up with the status quo as to how the area’s
been treated over the last decades,” he said, calling for a more regional approach to
the crisis, including more help from state officials. “We were begging for help, and a
year later now we’re drowning in it.”
(Daniel McDonald of the Globe staff contributed to this report.)

Why Xi Jinping's iron-grip over China faces its biggest threat yet with rising fears
he could be OVERTHROWN amid the weakest economic growth in 45 years - and
how Australia stands to benefit
Stephen Johnson )Economic reporter) - daily mail Australia
Xi Jinping could face a challenge to his leadership from within Communist Party
Chinese President's crackdown on billionaires risks hurting economic growth
Australian Strategic Policy Institute said President Xi facing an internal revolt

Xi Jinping's position as China's President could be threatened from within his
Communist Party if economic growth plunges, a national security expert says.
The authoritarian leader's crackdown on billionaires as part of a 'Common
Prosperity' drive could destroy economic growth while a curb on essential exports
could see other countries like Australia create their own supply chains to diversify
away from China.
While China is the top trading partner for 130 nations, its trade sanctions on
Australia have backfired, with a ban on coal for political reasons causing widespread
blackouts this year.
Michael Carrick steps down from role as Manchester United first-team coach with
IMMEDIATE effect straight after guiding the club to victory over Arsenal in his last
match as temporary manager, and other top stories from December 03, 2021.
Oxford Economics is forecasting China's growth plunging to just one per cent in 2022
should property giant Evergrande's debt woes spread to other parts of the economy.
This would be the weakest gross domestic product expansion since 1976, the year
China's Cultural Revolution ended with the death of Communist dictator Mao
Zedong.
At that rate, the economy would also be growing at less than half the 2.3 per cent
pace of 2020 when China went into a hard lockdown.

Michael Shoebridge, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute's director of defence,
strategy and national security, said the Chinese Communist Party's authoritarian
legitimacy depended on them delivering economic prosperity.
Scroll down for audio
Xi Jinping's position as China's President could be threatened from within his
Communist Party if economic growth plunges, a national security expert says. The
authoritarian leader's crackdown on billionaires as part of a 'Common Prosperity'
program could destroy economic growth while a curb on essential exports could see
other countries like Australia create their own supply chains to diversify away from
China.
'The Communist Party's legitimacy since the death of Mao has come from the
economic growth that it's been delivering to the Chinese population,' he told Daily
Mail Australia.
'The bargain that the party has made to stay in power is, "You let us stay in power,
you stay out of politics and other discussion of sensitive topics and in return the
Chinese economy will deliver wealth to you".'
Mr Shoebridge said President Xi, in power since 2013, was more likely to face a
challenge from within his Chinese Communist Party rather than an uprising among
the people should the economy slow significantly.
'I think the more likely thing is internal Chinese Communist Party disquiet would
happen,' he said.
'At its peak, it could mean his power gets challenged inside the party if he's damaging
the party's ability to continue to rule, it's more likely they'd be an internal challenge
to his leadership but he's been ruthless in purging a whole lot of other potential
power centres in the party.'
While many Communist Party officials would be fearful, President Xi could also end
up being less aware of his political situation, having had the two-term limit on
being leader abolished in 2018.
'The risk here is that he's closing off other voices who would give him uncomfortable
advice and when you do that, you don't get the news about people organizing things
against you,' Mr Shoebridge said.

President Xi was seen as being more likely to face a challenge from within his
Chinese Communist Party rather than an uprising among the people should the
economy slow significantly (he is pictured at the National People's Congress at the
Great Hall of the People in Beijing in 2016)

Michael Shoebridge, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute's director of defence,
strategy and national security, said the Chinese Communist Party's authoritarian
legitimacy depended on them delivering economic prosperity (pictured is a blackout
at Shenyang in China's north-east in September following a ban on Australian coal)
'He's closing down his channels of information about disquiet in the party and that's
creating the environment where this could happen.'

Joe Hockey, Australia's former ambassador to the United States after serving as
treasurer, told the Washington-based Hoover Institute at Stanford University that
social upheaval could challenge President Xi's authority.
'Don't forget there have been insurrections against authority in China on numerous
occasions over many years,' he said.
'So it's not something that would be new. It's something to be feared.'
Mr Hockey, whose speech was observed by The Australian Financial Review, said the
Chinese government's crackdown on business was a sign of fear.

Oxford Economics is forecasting China's growth plunging to just one per cent in 2022
should property giant Evergrande's debt woes spread to other parts of the economy.
This would be the weakest gross domestic product expansion since 1976, the year
China's Cultural Revolution ended with the death of Communist dictator Mao Zedong
(pictured is an Evergrande development in Hong Kong)
'Beijing still thinks that if they lose control of the flow of capital, then they lose
control of the economy and that's what scares them,' he said.
'China can't cope with a recession.'
The likes of billionaire Jack Ma, the founder of online retail giant Alibaba, have gone
into hiding.
Mr Shoebridge said this crackdown on the rich was likely to diminish China's
domestic economic activity as it became harder to maintain high growth with a bigger
middle class.
'Some of the internal economic troubles that are already happening - the property
sector, the finance sector, the energy sector are already struggling and some of that is
because of Xi's decision making,' he said.

Joe Hockey, Australia's former ambassador to the United States after serving as
treasurer, told the Washington-based Hoover Institute at Stanford University that
social upheaval could challenge President Xi's authority (he is pictured with his wife
Melissa Babbage)
'He's damaging their prosperity. His idea for the Chinese economy is to rely more on
domestic demand and consumption and less on needing to export goods and services but if your domestic economy is struggling more, if your anti-corruption campaign is
telling people who spend lavishly they may well be subject to corruption charges, it's
very hard to stoke that consumer demand domestically.'
Mr Shoebridge said China's export curbs would worsen global inflationary pressures
and encourage other countries to develop their own supply chains.
'It will drive shortages but it will also push others to start building alternative supply
chains,' he said.
'We've already seen that happen in the case of rare earths because China did exactly
this, threatening to stop exports of rare earths to Japan.'
China's aggression has led to the formation of Quad, also known as the Quadrilateral
Security Dialogue, between Australia, Japan, India and the United States.
China has this year banned exports of urea, a phosphate needed to run diesel motors,
in a bid to keep a lid on fertiliser prices and contain food inflation.
The National Road Transport Association said Australia only had two months' supply
of urea left.
With half Australia's long-haul truck fleet having a diesel engine, board
member Allan Thornley said logistics transport would come to a halt, causing a
supply chain shutdown.

'We've got no transport service, your entire supply network collapses,' he told
Melbourne radio 3AW broadcaster Neil Mitchell.
'All late model trucks use the additive.'
China's attempts last year to punish Australia over its calls for a Covid inquiry
appear caused coal futures in October to high a record highs of $US271 per tonne
after Chinese cities were plunged into blackouts from having less of the energy
commodity available.
Even before the pandemic in 2019, Australian coal was barred from being unloaded
at Chinese ports after telecommunications giant Huawei was banned from installing
Australia's next generation 5G network.

On Iran, Biden must face facts, end this diplomatic charade and admit Trump was
right.
Fred Fleitz - Fox News
There is only one course of action after the disastrous resumption of nuclear talks
with Iran in Vienna this week and the sharp increase in Iran’s belligerence: end the
talks and resume the Trump administration’s policy of harsh sanctions and isolating
Iran.
On Monday, world powers met in Vienna for the sixth round of talks this year to
discuss how to revive the deeply flawed nuclear deal with Iran, the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).
That is, all major powers except for the United States because Iran refuses to meet
face-to-face with U.S. diplomats. As a result, the American delegation participated
"indirectly" from a nearby hotel.
After the Monday meeting, Enrique Mora, the European Union official who chairs the
talks, tried to put a good face on the session, calling it "extremely positive" with all
participants showing "a sense of urgency" to revive the JCPOA.
But in fact, the Monday talks were a catastrophe for diplomatic efforts to halt Iran’s
nuclear weapons program. Iran demanded that all U.S. sanctions imposed since 2017
be lifted, including on non-nuclear issues like terrorism, and made no commitment to
halting the huge surge in its nuclear weapons program this year.
Iran also demanded that if the JCPOA is revived and the U.S. rejoins it, the United
States must pledge that it will never withdraw from this agreement again, a
commitment that is politically impossible for any U.S. president to make.
And just prior to the talks, Iranian Brig. Gen. Abolfazl Shekarchi, the spokesman for
Iran’s armed forces, reiterated Iran’s determination to wipe Israel off the map when

he said: "We will not back off from the annihilation of Israel, even one millimeter. We
want to destroy Zionism in the world."
Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett expressed Israel’s grave concerns about this
round of the Vienna talks in a video statement to the participants in which he warned
that Iran is seeking "to end sanctions in exchange for almost nothing" and keep its
nuclear program intact while receiving hundreds of billions of dollars once sanctions
are lifted. Bennet added that if JCPOA parties agree to this, "Iran won’t just keep its
nuclear program; from today, they’ll be getting paid for it."
Bennett has good reason to be concerned since Biden officials are actively
considering a partial, temporary nuclear deal that would give Iran some sanctions
relief in exchange for Iran freezing or rolling back parts of its nuclear
program. Israel and many members of the U.S. Congress have rejected this approach
as giving into Iranian blackmail.
Biden officials appear to have raised a partial nuclear deal with Iran in response to
the surge in its nuclear program and defiance of IAEA inspectors since the start of the
Biden presidency. Since January, Iran has denied the IAEA access to uranium mines
and a plant that makes nuclear centrifuge parts. Iran also refuses to cooperate with
the agency’s investigations into enriched uranium traces found at three undeclared
nuclear sites.

Biden admin tried to take down reports of aid to Afghanistan (FOX News)
In addition, the IAEA recently reported that Iran physically harassed female
inspectors.
Iran’s nuclear weapons program has made major advances since January. Iran
enriched uranium to 60% uranium-235 for the first time this year, a level that is very
close to weapons grade. Israeli intelligence recently informed the United States and
several European states that Iran could soon start producing weapons-grade enriched
uranium.

European diplomats warned on Tuesday that the talks could be terminated if Iran
moved to produce weapons-grade nuclear fuel.
Iran engaged in other belligerent acts this year that Biden officials do not want to talk
about. Iran launched a drone attack on an oil tanker in late July and an attempted
hijacking of an oil tanker in early August.
The Iranian-backed Houthi rebels continue to make advances in Yemen and recently
breached the compound that once housed the U.S. Embassy and detained Yemeni
employees of the American government.
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi escaped an assassination attempt early this
month when drones armed with explosives attacked his residence. Iranian-backed
Shiite militias are believed to have conducted this attack.
It is time for the Biden administration to end this charade. While Biden’s efforts to
revive the JCPOA made little sense, Iran never showed any interest in this. Instead,
Tehran massively surged its nuclear program after Biden assumed office to force the
United States to buy it off for a temporary and meaningless freeze that it would never
abide by. Iran’s other belligerent behavior indicates that it is not interested in
diplomacy or cooperation.
Fortunately, Biden officials have begun to realize there is no diplomatic solution – at
least at this time – to the Iranian nuclear program and that the only approach is
returning to President Trump’s "Maximum Pressure" policy of tough sanctions and
diplomatic isolation.
It will be tough for President Biden to implicitly concede that Trump was right about
Iran and approve this so-called "Plan B" approach since he and his fellow Democrats
excoriated Trump for withdrawing from the JCPOA, which they continue to claim was
a good and effective agreement.
Biden also assured the American people during the campaign that he would succeed
in countering the threat from Iran’s nuclear program through multilateral
diplomacy.
Facts on the ground often interfere with campaign promises. The huge 2021 surge in
Iran’s nuclear weapons program is a fact. Iran’s refusal to negotiate in good faith to
end this program is a fact.
It is a fact that the nuclear talks are going nowhere and are only buying Iran time to
continue its nuclear weapons program.
It also is a fact that there has been a significant increase in other dangerous and
belligerent behavior by Iran.
And it is a fact that unless we want to go to war with Iran, President Trump’s
Maximum Pressure campaign is the only way to deal with Iran’s nuclear program, its
support of terrorism, and its efforts to destabilize the Middle East.

